Theorem l. Non-constant morphisms of Klein surfaces are topologically equiu' alent to interior transformations in the sense of Stoilow. It is obvious that a non-constant morphism is an interior transformation, but Stoilow's methods extend, so that we generalized his local inversion theorem for interior mappings T: X-Y between surfaces X and I/ as above. Namely, if P€ r-1("Br), then in theneighbourhood of Pthemap T is topologically equivalentto w:zh, and if P(T-L(B), to w:Eözh, which corresponds to the local normal form of a morphism (121, ? is topologically equivalent to the mapping w-Eozht), and of points Pj€Bx, j:1, ...,b(p), with the multiplicity k, (i.e., where locally T is topologically equivalent to one of the mappings w:rp ozki ot 1,v:E "(-zkt)). The proof of (4) will be given in the next two sections,4. and 5., by adapting the method we used in [3] in order to prove (3). Ahlfors' formula for the addition of the characteristics will remain the main tool.
The finiteness of the sets E, E, fr as well as the total covering and the finite numbers of sheets z;,J;rvp ov€r each Yi, T'j ,p*, respectively, and the finiteness of the numbersf are proved by similar devices as in [3] . (For details see [5] If q, is the characteristic of X, and Äi, or -ly'r, respectively, represents the number of cross cuts in the decomposition A7-t(y' v Br): u X, which comes from T-'(y) and T-L(B"), respectively (we remark that y'^By:0), then by Ahlfors'formula (6) Qx : Z e"+^ä*Nr. By repeating the device used in [3] , we obtain again ä+Nz:
Zti-Zro (ÄL:Zts;-Zvo, Nr:Zzs;, where )L and )2 extend to the families ft!)1 and {lf }', respectively, and p1,€Er ') In order to evaluate N, we remark that a cross cut from T-|({BID determines a fold and counted with its end points contributes with2 to the sum 2or*(Zr(p)+ fb)). Therefore (e)^h -* Z ,€M (2r (p) +f(p)).
Since r:Zri,*)eear(p) and Zre*.f(p):)f1, formala (4) follows from (5)-(e).
Remark 3. By the device used in the calculation of Nr, [3] , one proves that 2(2, --Z o r* t (n)) : Z, eu (2, (p) +f(p) + b (p)). 5. The general case.Inorder to obtain from the general Klein coverin g T: X-Y with the condition (p) for a family yv Brv F, a covering from the special case 4, we suitably modify the method used in [3] ,8. Namely, we introduce the sets Q*: with an end point atp and another on c; these arcs decompose u into sectors; any non-compact component of Z-1(ö) does not intersect f-L(p). For each P€4**, \B"ci unB" is a Jordan arc apb while u is a Jordan domain borinded on 7 by a p b and a Jordan arc c which is contained in i except for its end points a and b; (\{p})n (Ev,tfvQvE):fi,and Dn7 has the same properties asin thec,ase p€A; any non-compact component of Z-l(ur) does not intersect f -t(p) and every compact component contains a single point of f-t(p).
First we take out of X the union of the non-compact components of T-L(D) for all p(A and, obtain a surface X*.
According tol3f,7, these components are either simply connected and separated from X* by a cross cut or doubly connected and separated from X* by a Jordan curve, such that we have (10) Qx: Qx, and r : r*, 53 (7) (8) where ga* means the characteristic of X* and r* the ramification number of the covering (X*, Tl, Y\. We can apply formula (4) to the covering (t,Tl, f) so thatthe corresponding ramification number f is given by i -Qx-Z n,Qi-Zti* Zo>Mt4c-+ Z-f,, 
